Bio:
Kyle currently resides in the rural bluffs of Black Earth, WI, where in 2013, he created Black Earth Angling Co.
(www.blackearthangling.com), a fly fishing guide outfit focused providing clients with one-of-a-kind fishing experiences. Kyle
guides full time for Driftless trout and the diverse warm water opportunities of the Wisconsin River. Kyle has become well
known for his guide work on the Wisconsin River, specifically “The Crash,” and his work with a camera in the field as a fly
fishing photographer. His photo work has appeared in notable publications such as, The Flyfish Journal, Eastern Fly Fishing,
The Drake, Fly Fisherman, Midcurrent.com, Hatch.com. Kyle has been lucky enough to fish in Mexico, Bahamas, Colombia,
Argentina, Chile, New Zealand, and extensively throughout the United States.

Exploring Southwest Wisconsin’s Fishing Opportunities.
The Southwest corner of Wisconsin offers endless fishing opportunities. From the endless limestone springs creeks of the
Driftless region to the vast opportunities of the Lower Wisconsin State Riverway (LWR). Kyle will discuss and share tips for
angling in the Driftless region for trout and then change gears into the LWR, discussing the unique phenomenon deemed
“The Crash.” This is a presentation you will not want to miss. Kyle includes some of his best photo work and videography into
the presentation, it alone is worth coming to see.

Experience the “Crash”
In 2012 Kyle Zempel first witnessed the phenomenon and was so intrigued with it, he dedicated the rest of the summer (and
a few outboards) to searching it out and learning more about it. Now, years later “The Crash,” is a highly sought after
experience by fly anglers of all kinds. It is often referred to by BEAC clients as one of the (if not the) most unique smallmouth
fishing experiences they have had. Come and experience “The Crash,” it is a presentation you will not want to miss. Kyle
includes some of his best photo work and videography into the presentation, it alone is worth coming to see.

Trout Fishing the Shoulder Seasons.
Wisconsin’s inland trout season has been extended but is it worth your time to fish those winter days or cold fall mornings?
Haven’t fished prior to the ever so popular month of May? Join guide and owner of Black Earth Angling Co., Kyle Zempel as
he shares some tips and tricks for fishing those “not so popular” months of Wisconsin’s inland trout season. We refer to these
early and late times of the year as the “shoulder seasons” and they have become some of our favorite times to be on the trout
streams. Come find out why.

New Zealand: DIY on the Fly
New Zealand stands as the pinnacle of many trout anglers’ bucket-lists. It’s gin clear waters holds trout of epic proportion
and when you add in its diverse landscapes, one can see why it is one of the most magical places on earth to fish. Join guide
and owner of Black Earth Angling Co., Kyle Zempel as he takes you on a photographic month long journey across New
Zealand’s stunning landscapes. He’ll share the lessons he learned along with a few stories along the way.

Take Better Fish Pics
Capturing your catch is a big deal especially when it’s not coming home to hang on your wall. Times have changed, so have
cameras and the technology surrounding them. Let pro photographer, Kyle Zempel, help you improve not only your hero
shots but also how you approach a day on the water with your camera. Kyle will cover Keeping’em Wet, thought process, and
a handful of tips and tricks to make your photos come to life. Bring your questions!
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South America into Chile's Patagonia Region
Join Kyle as he ventures across South America into Chile's Patagonia region. This "story telling" style presentation is sure to
entertain any angler with an adventurous spirit. Kyle will cover fishing for Golden Dorado in Argentina and big brown trout
of Patagonia region. Come out and see this photo heavy presentation.

High Water Smallmouth and Toothy Critters
High water seems to be a common trend as of late, as a guide you either learn how to fish the conditions you’re dealt or go
hungry. Head guide of Black Earth Angling Co., Kyle Zempel, has spend countless hours unraveling the mysteries of big water
fishing. You may be surprised to hear what he has found. Join him as he discusses high water tactics and shares tips for you to
find success during the next wet year.
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